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“Contradictory, perverse, uplifting - 
(Roussève’s) theater distills the 
essence of truth, and it is potent.” 
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Choreographed, written, and directed by  David Rousseve, Stardust  explores the evolving 
nature of  intimacy  in our  technology-driven,  furiously-paced  world. Redefining the 
coming of age story for the electronic age, the evening-length  piece follows a gay African 
American teen as he negotiates a difficult adolescence. Stardust  follows  this  urban, 
distraught, yet relentlessly hopeful protagonist as he searches for the meaning of love and 
compassion in a life that seems bereft of both.  The teenager never appears on stage as a 
"character" and no performer "plays" him live. We know him by the (projected) text mes- 
sages he sends  (but that no one answers), by the fantastical imagery created in his mind, by 
the sounds that both comfort and challenge him, and by the abstract dance movements 
that are the analog of his states of mind and heart. 

 
His unanswered texts  ultimately chronicle a startling journey from despair into the most 
unexpected of transformations.  Written by Rousseve, they are projected onto multiple 
surfaces in video by long time collaborator Cari Ann Shim Sham. The Stardust video also 
contains a series of Skype calls from a sympathetic yet unruly Grandfather character; and 
abstract imagery referencing majestic night skies and swirling nebula that reinforce 
Stardust's underlying spiritual themes.  The sound score juxtaposes the intimate romanti- 
cism of Nat King Cole standards with the rough-edged, hip hop-based original music of 
d. Sabela Grimes. Lush, jazz-inflected dancing choreographed by Rousseve to the lyricism 
of Cole is leavened by frenetic, angular representations of the protagonist's anxious states 
of mind.  Designer Christopher Kuhl's lighting will support both the emotional textures and 
surreal quality of the work.  Dramaturg Lucy Burns will serve as an outside eye to help 
keep these contrasting elements in dynamic balance. 

 
Stardust is the first REALITY work with no spoken text and the first in which Rousseve will 
not perform lead. He writes, "Removing myself has been exhilarating: I can focus on 
developing a more dynamic movement language--long a goal--unlimited by my own body. 
While it is paramount that my work retain its emotional resonance, my giving the 
protagonist 'voice' only through short written text allows for a more fluid choreographic 
structure uninterrupted by the character monologues I usually deliver.  I am thrilled by this 
leap forward in my work." 

 
“Stardust” was made possible by the New England Foundation for the Arts’ National Dance Project, with lead funding from the Doris Duke Charitable 
Foundation and additional funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Met Life Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Arts. 
Additional funding provided by Investing in Artists grant from the Center for Cultural Innovation, the University of CA Institute for Research in the Arts, 
and the UCLA Faculty Research Grants program. 

mailto:sophiem@pentacle.org
http://www.davidrousseve.com/
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David Roussève is hailed from coast to coast for his highly original form of expressionistic dance theater that 
masterfully blends elements of dance and performance art with African American traditional and pop cultures.  As 
Artistic Director of the dance/theater company David Roussève/REALITY he has created thirteen full-length works 
that have toured throughout the U.S., Europe, and South America; including three critically and popularly successful 
commissions for BAM’s Next Wave Festival: collaborations with Sweet Honey in the Rock’s Ysaye Barnwell (Urban 
Scenes/Creole Dreams), jazz/hip hop Grammy-nominee Me’Shell NdegeOcello (The Whispers of Angels), and Tony-
winning lighting designer Beverly Emmons (Love Songs).   For his choreography of Love Songs Roussève was 
awarded a “Bessie” Award.    
 
Roussève received a Guggenheim Fellowship to create 2009’s  Saudade, an evening-length work exploring 
“bittersweet” as that single moment when the greatest of joy and pain are experienced together.   The piece toured to 
major spaces throughout the U.S. (including REALITY’s debut at Jacob’s Pillow) and received the 2009 LA Horton 
Awards, for Best Choreography and Best Company Performance.   Roussève’s other awards include the Cal 
Arts/Alpert Award in Dance, two Irvine Fellowships, seven consecutive NEA Fellowships, “First Place: Choreography” 
at the IMZ Int’l Dance Film Festival, and another Horton Award for his evening-length solo The Year Chat, which LA 
Weekly called “One of the Ten Best Performance Events of 2001.” 
 
David’s commissions for other companies include the 2013 piece Dumbo (a reimagining of the original, set in a public 
school) for Cleveland’s Dancing Wheels.  He has also created works for Ririe-Woodbury; Cleo Parker Robinson; 
Ballet Hispanico (in collaboration with salsa great Eddie Palmieri); Atlanta Ballet (with a live performance by the 100-
member Morehouse College Glee Club); and Houston Ballet (with a live playing of Copland’s Appalachian Spring).  In 
2006 Roussève spent 7 weeks in Tashkent, Uzbekistan creating Ecstasy of the Pomegranate for Ilkhom Theater 
company. 
 
In 2012 David premiered his third dance film, Two Seconds After Laughter which he directed, wrote, co-produced, 
and co-choreographed.  Filmed in Java by Stardust collaborator Cari Ann Shim Sham* and with the support of the 
Indonesian Institute of the Arts, Two Seconds… has screened in India, Mexico, Australia, Egypt, Canada, Italy, 
Indonesia, Turkey, Spain, and across the US.  The film was awarded Best Experimental Short at the New Orleans 
Film Festival, Best Film at the San Francisco Dance Film Festival, and Best Film at the Delta Int’l Film Festival.  It was 
a finalist for the Jury Award at Lincoln Center’s Dance on Camera Festival, and at Italy’s Souq Film Festival.  David’s 
writing has been published in collections by Bantam Books and Routledge Press and he was twice a screenwriting 
Fellow in the prestigious Sundance Feature Film Development Lab. 
 
David is Professor of Choreography in UCLA’s Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance,  where he served as 
Chair from 2003-2006.  He has also served on the faculties of Princeton University, Bates Dance Festival, Columbia 
College, Randolph-Macon, and UC Berkeley Extension.  From 2004-07 David was the first artist to sit on the Board of 
Directors of the Association of Performing Arts Presenters. 



Stardust 
Performance Calendar 2013-14 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

September 2 4 - 2 9 ,  2013 
Avant Premier Performances  
Radar LA Festival at Redcat 
Theater Los Angeles, CA 

 
 

January 31-February 1, 2014 (World Premiere) 
Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center at the University of Maryland 
College Park, MD 

 
 

February 6-9, 2014 
Peak Performances at Montclair State University 
Montclair, NJ 

 
 
 

February 11, 2014 
Williams Center for the Arts at Lafayette College 
Easton, PA 

 
 

March 21-22, 2014 
Contemporary Dance Theater 
Cincinnati, OH 

 
 

May 3, 2014 
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts at the University of Illinois Urbana- 
Champaign 
Urbana, IL 
 
 
Summer 2014 
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival  



 

 
 

Charisse Skye Aguirre is a young choreographer and movement artist that recently graduated from the University of 
California Los Angeles where she majored in the World Arts and Cultures department with emphasis on dance. She is 
also a CrossFit Level One Certified Trainer with CrossFit Gymnastics Certification at her family’s CrossFit gym, 
CrossFit Proper. Charisse is also a strength and conditioning coach/trainer at UCLA’s John Wooden Center, where 
she enjoys teaching a variety of fitness courses ranging from CrossFit and Barbell Technique to Dance Conditioning. 

 
Emily Beattie is originally from Fredericksburg, Virginia and currently works as a performer and choreographer in both 
Boston and Los Angeles. As a performer, Emily has been honored to participate in the works of Stephen Koplowitz, 
Edisa Weeks, Donald Byrd, Sara Rudner, Jennifer Monson, Simone Forti, Lionel Popkin and several national 
companies. Since 2003, her own interest in collaborative performance and technology interventions has been 
supported and performed both nationally and internationally by organizations such as REDCAT, Brown University, 
Green Street Studios, Somerville Arts Council, Glouchester New Arts Festival, Oberon Theater, World Arts 
Music/Crash Arts, Support Women Artists Now Day Inc., Kyoto Cultural Festival 2011 Renku Poetry Conference and 
Festival, and Rhodopi International Theater Lab. Her choreographic work while earning her MFA at UCLA’s World Arts 
and Cultures/ Dance has been supported by the Graduate Opportunity Fellowship, UC Regents Award, the Elaine 
Krown Klein Fine Arts Scholarship, The Sandra Kaufman Memorial Scholarship, and the Evelyn and Mo Ostin 
Performing Arts Award. Emily extensively collaborates with composer and designer Eric Gunther who founded the 
design and performance studio sosolimited. 

 
Leanne Iacovetta moved from Columbus, Ohio to Los Angeles four years ago to attend UCLA. In June 2012, Leanne 
graduated Magna Cum Laude from UCLA with a Bachelor of Arts in World Arts and Cultures (Dance) and 
Communication Studies. At UCLA, she co-produced the annual undergraduate showcase, WACsmash, and was 
president of the WAC Undergraduate Society. She has danced for faculty members Lionel Popkin, Vic Marks, and 
David Rousseve, and performed with hip hop groups such as NSU Modern and Mischief Makers. Leanne also 
choreographed original pieces for WACsmash 2011 and 2012, the WAC Senior Honors Project Showcase, and the 
UCLA Summer Dance/Theater Intensive. Leanne is currently the Assistant Director for the UCLA Summer 
Dance/Theater Intensive and teaches dance to youth around Los Angeles. 

 
Jasmine Jawato is a native of Los Angeles and a recent graduate of the department of World Arts and 
Cultures/Dance at UCLA. During her undergraduate studies, Jasmine has had the opportunity to work with Maria 
Gillespie/Oni Dance, David Rousseve, and Michel Kouakou. She has performed in Los Angeles, at Bates Dance 
Festival in Maine, in Côte d’Ivoire, Bielefeld, Germany, and at the Joyce Soho in New York. 



Nehara Kalev is a choreographer and dance artist dedicated to exploring states of being through interdisciplinary 
performance. Combining experimental dance-theatre, improvisation, and aerial imagery, she has created and performed 
works with major support from private foundations, artistic residencies, and public institutions, including the Bogliasco 
Fellowship and 33 Officina Creativa in Italy, Djerassi Artists Residency, and The Center For Cultural Innovation. She has 
been a guest artist at many universities including CalArts, UCLA, Cal State LA, and The University of Winchester, U.K. 
Nehara is a member of the legendary Rachel Rosenthal Company, and joined David Rousseve/REALITY in 2005. She 
has performed featured roles with Diavolo Dance Theater throughout the US, was a featured aerialist with Airealistic, and 
worked with the LA Opera. As co-founder and co-director of Catch Me Bird, her company works have been performed in 
major California and New York venues, supported by The Durfee Foundation, The Flourish Foundation, Cirque Du Soleil, 
The LA County Arts Commission, and The LA Dept of Cultural Affairs. Supported by The Gerbode Foundation, The 
Hewlett Foundation, and The Scripps Foundation, Nehara collaborated to create a multisite-specific work for the SF de 
Young Museum in 2012. She is a Master of Fine Arts in choreography thanks to UCLA. 

 
Michel Kouakou, a native of the Ivory Coast, is an active performer of both traditional and contemporary dance.  He has 
performed throughout Europe, Africa and the United States. As a dancer, he has worked with choreographers such as 
Germaine Acogny (Senegal), Seydou Boro (Burkina Fasso), Bud Blumenthal (Belgium), Kota Yamazaki(New 
york/Japan), Jutta Czurda(Germany), Giorgio  Rossi (Italy), Reggie Wilson (USA), and Victoria Marks (USA). In 2003, he 
formed his own company, ‘Daara Dance’, which has performed in the US, Holland, France, Chad, Ivory Coast, Tunisia, 
Italy, Israel, and the Czech Republic. Michel has taught throughout Europe, US, and Japan. In 2003 served as a fulltime 
faculty member at the Duncan Centre Conservatory in Prague. His solo S.A.C.K. was featured in both the New York 
(2010) and Los Angeles (2011) A.W.A.R.D.S SHOW. Michel is a recipient of the 2007 NYFA Artist Fellowship and is a 
recent winner of the Vilcelk prize for creative promise. 

 
Nguyễn Nguyên was born in Vietnam and came to the United States at the age of 7. He was a Regents Scholar at 
UCLA and graduated with a B.S. in Microbiology and Molecular Genetics. He received his teaching certification as a 
District Intern and taught biological and chemical science for Los Angeles Unified School District. Nguyên was a part- 
time dance intructor at Santa Monica College and Cal State LA. He has worked with various artists in Los Angeles 
including David Roussève, Cheng-Chieh Yu, Heidi Duckler, Holly Johnston and Maria Gillespie. His own work has been 
presented at Highways Performance Space, Anatomy Riot, Diavolo Space, Citrus College Dance Festival, “Dancers For 
Life” at Landis Performing Arts Center, Nate Holden Performing Arts Center, American College Dance Festival and the 
Guangdong International Dance Festival in China. Nguyên is a founding member of Los Angeles Movement Arts. He is a 
MFA candidate for Dance and Choreography at UCLA’s Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance. 

 
Taisha Paggett is a Los Angeles and Chicago-based artist and co-founder of the dance journal project, itch. Her work  
for the stage, gallery and public sphere include individual and collaborative investigations into questions of the body, 
agency, and the phenomenology of race, and has been presented nationally and abroad, including the Studio Museum in 
Harlem, Danspace at St Mark’s Church, The Off Center in San Francisco, and BAK Basis Voor Actuele Kunst in Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. Stardust is Paggett’s third project with David Roussève/REALITY. Additional, she’s has had the honor 
of working extensively with the Stanley Love Performance Group, Fiona Dolenga-Marcotty, Vic Marks, Cid Pearlman, 
Cheng-Chieh Yu, Baker-Tarpaga Projects, Rebecca Alson-Milkman, Kelly Nipper, Meg Wolfe, Ultra-red, and with Ashley 
Hunt in their ongoing collaborative project, On Movement, Thought and Politics. Paggett has been a Guest Lecturer at  
the Dance Center of Columbia College in Chicago since 2010 and holds an MFA from UCLA’s Department of World Arts 
and Cultures/Dance. 

 
Kevin Williamson is a dancer, choreographer, and educator. Since graduating from UCLA he has performed for the LA 
Opera, David Gordon, Julie Taymor, Angelin Preljocaj, Robert Moses, Stephan Koplowitz, Sebastian Prantl, Ryan 
Heffington, and David Bridel throughout the US, UK, and Europe. Kevin is a member of Los Angeles Contemporary 
Dance Company and Maria Gillespie's Oni Dance. He is a Lestor Horton Award recipient, Bates Education Fellow, and 
acts as artistic director of his company KDUB DANCE. Kevin has created works for REDCAT, CounterPULSE, Los 
Angeles Contemporary Dance Company, Loyola Marymount University, American Musical & Dramatic Academy, Los 
Angeles Movement Arts, The Fringe Festival Scotland, Highways Performance Space, House of Blues, Freud Theatre at 
UCLA, and Miami's Winter Music Conference. Kevin is an adjunct instructor at American Musical & Dramatic Academy 
and a teacher at Renaissance High School for the Arts and in UCLA’s Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance. 



 
 

Cari Ann Shim Sham* (Video Artist) 
Cari Ann Shim Sham* is a Los Angeles based filmmaker, choreographer & video artist. With 30+ films and a bakers 
dozen of awards in her pocket, Cari Ann is also a passionate teacher whose workshops on Dance Film have occurred 
in Malaysia, Java, San Francisco, UC Riverside and she recently served as the first ever Dance Film Mentor for the SF 
ODC Pilot 62 Program. Awards include Best Director from the First Glance Film Festival & Best Mini Doc from the St. 
Louis International Film Festival for her film SAND and Best Experimental Short from the New Orleans Film Festival for 
Two Seconds After Laughter; a dance film collaboration with David Rousseve. Her recent experience as one of the 
editors and associate producer for One Day on Earth, the first feature doc filmed in every country of the world on the 
same day, involved working with over 3,000 hours of footage shot on 10.10.10. ODOE was screened in over 170 
countries, the largest premiere ever, including a screening at the UN General Assembly on Earth Day, 2012, winning 
the Vimeo Social Change Award. Her live work and video art has shown at the Joyce Soho, & Danspace in NYC, 
Dance Place, DC, REDCAT, Highways Space, the Belagio: Las Vegas, The Brewery, The Henry Huang Theater and 
Bergamot Station in Los Angeles, and film work namely at the Laemmle Sunset 7, Mann Chinese Theater, and the 
United Nations General Assembly as well as 60+ festivals internationally. Cari Ann is currently in pre-production on her 
first feature film, SHEETS, touring video art with Lionel Popkin’s Ruth Doesn’t Live Here Anymore, working on a short 
dance film Tumbleweed with Rachael Lincoln, in her fourth year of curating the Dance Film Showcase for Topanga 
Film Festival and teaching Dance for Camera adjunct at UCLA. In her spare time she is an avid mushroom hunter, 
photographer and doorknob collector. www.cariannshimsham.com 

 

 
d. Sabela grimes (Composer, Sound Designer) 
d. Sabela grimes aka Ovasoul7 is a multi-hyphenate artist and educator whose work transforms speech and sound 
into a visual performance with movement that is electric on transmission. In 1997, Sabela joined Rennie Harris 
Puremovement (RHPM). During his tenure with RHPM, Sabela served as principal dancer and the company’s 
Education/Outreach Coordinator. He co-wrote the script and composed two songs for RHPM's award winning 
production Rome and Jewels. Since working with RHPM, Sabela has conceived, written, scored, choreographed and 
presented several dance theater works, Philly XP, World War WhatEver, and 40 Acres & A Microchip: Salvation or 
Servitude from his EXPERIMENT EARTH sound-movement triptych, and BULLETPROOF DELI an evening length solo 
work. Proactively seeking to expand beyond contemporary notions of Hip Hop culture and aesthetics, Sabela’s work 
journeys through the current future of the present past and the corrugated spaces of many incarnations. Each creative 
offering is a familiar ritual, a conscious spectacle, the stillest rumination.  In addition to his own work, Sabela has 
functioned as composer/sound designer for Victoria Marks’ Medium Big Inefficient Considerably Imbalanced Dance  
and is currently composing for Baker & Tarpaga Dance Project’s, Whiteness Revisited. 

http://www.cariannshimsham.com/


Christopher Kuhl (Lighting Designer) 
Christopher Kuhl is a lighting, scenic, installation and conceptual designer for new performance, theatre, dance and 
opera. Recent work includes ABACUS. Early Morning Opera (Sundance Film Festival, EMPAC Troy NY); John Cage 
Song Books (SF Symphony, Carnegie Hall), Under Polaris. Cloud Eye Control (REDCAT, EXIT Festival Paris, 
Fusebox Festival Austin); Watch her not know it now. Meg Wolfe (REDCAT); Tov. Rosanna Gamson. Horton Award. 
(REDCAT); There is an Elephant in this Dance. Lionel Popkin (REDCAT); Monster. Pappas and Dancers(UCLA); The 
Elephant Room. Rainpan 43 (Philly Live Arts, Arena Stage, St. Anns Warehouse), Motherhood Out Loud (Primary 
Stages, The Geffen); How to Completely Disappear. Ovation Award Nomination (Boston Court Theatre); The Author, 
Eclipsed (Center Theatre Group); Model Behavior, Monster of Happiness. Ovation Award Nomination (Theatre 
Movement Bazaar); Everyone Who Looks Like You, Uncanny Valley, Undine, My Mind Is Like A Open Meadow, 
(Hand2Mouth Theatre), Into The Dark Unknown (Holcombe Waller). Lighting Director for Ralph Lemon How Can You 
Stay in the House All Day and Not Go Anywhere; Victoria Marks Not about Iraq, David Rousseve Saudade. Chris has 
also had the pleasure of working and making art at REDCAT, On the Boards, The Walker, UCLA Live, BAM, Jacob's 
Pillow, The Krannert Center, YBCA, Portland Center Stage, Hartford Stage, Dallas Theatre Center, Los Angeles 
Opera, Santa Fe Opera, Beijing Music Festival, Queer Zagreb, MAC France, Reed Collage, Columbia College and 
Duke University. Chris is originally from New Mexico and a graduate of CalArts. 

 
Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns (dramaturg) 
Lucy Mae San Pablo Burns is at work on plays-in-progress including Cindy Garcia's How to Make it to the Dance 
Floor: A Salsa Guide for Women (Based on Actual Experiences) and R. Zamora Linmark's But, Beautiful. She was 
a dramaturg for TeAda Productions' Native Immigrant and Global Taxi Drivers, community-based theatrical 
creations conceived and written by Leilani Chan. Burns is a consultant for various arts advocacy projects including 
the Pilipino American Performing Arts Initiative, funded by the Ford Foundation. She works closely with Alleluia 
Panis and KulArts, Inc, as a member to the San Francisco-based organization's artistic advisory team. Burns began 
her professional involvement in theater through her work with Roberta Uno, theater director/foundation officer and 
editor of Unbroken Thread and Contemporary Plays by Women of Color (with Kathy Perkins). In 2005, Burns joined 
the Asian American Studies Department at UCLA. Her book, Puro Arte: Filipinos on the United Stages of Empire is 
published by NYU Press (2012). She is co-editing a multidisciplinary anthology titled California Dreaming: 
Production and Aesthetics in Asian American Art with Christine Bacareza Balance. 

 
Leah Piehl (Costume Designer) 
Leah Piehl has been extremely active in the Los Angeles and New York film, theater and dance communities. This is 
her second collaboration with David Roussève. She recently designed costumes for The Motherfucker with the Hat, 
Robin Hood and The Borrowers at South Coast Reperatory, The Second City Christmas Carol at The Kirk Douglas 
Theater, and Intimate Apparel (LADCC award nominated for best costume design) and The Heiress (Ovation award 
nominated for best costume design) at Pasadena Playhouse. Additional credits include The Dinosaur Within, Futura, 
The Pain and the Itch and Tartuffe (The Theatre at Boston Court), FULL. STILL HUNGRY. (Ford Amphitheatre, 
ContraTiempo), Moscow, Cherry Town (Long Beach Opera),The Doctor's Dilemma and Eccentricities of a  
Nightingale (A Noise Within), Satyr Atlas (The Getty Villa), The Winter's Tale (Theater 150, Ojai), Boom (Furious 
Theater, Los Angeles), Paradise Lost (Intiman Theater, Seattle), Men of Tortuga (Furious Theater, Los Angeles), 
BobRauschenbergAmerica and Tree(The Theater Inside the the Ford, Los Angeles). Leah maintains ongoing 
collaborations with several choreographers including Contra Tiempo, Kate Hutter, Carmela Herman, Mira Kingsley, 
Kristen Smiarowski, Rebecca Pappas, and Colin Connor. Leah currently teaches at the University of Southern 
California. She has her BA in Political Economy of Industrial Societies from the University of California at Berkeley 
(Summa Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa). She also studied at the University of Padova, Italy. Leah received her MFA in 
Theater from CalArts in 2006. www.leahpiehl.com 

http://www.leahpiehl.com/


 

Building an informed and involved public audience for contemporary performance is central to the 
work of David Rousseve and his company.  Rousseve has an extraordinary breadth and depth of 
experience in planning and conducting educational and engagement activities with people of many 
ages, ethnicities and backgrounds. Among others, Rousseve and the company have worked with the 
women, at-risk-youth, HIV/AIDS, LGBT, elderly, and African American communities. As Professor 
of Choreography in the UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance (serving as Chair from 
2003-2006), he is fully engaged in a global conversation about the role of artists and art in the sur- 
vival of the human spirit. 

 
With Stardust the company is eager to work collaboratively with presenters in designing activities 
that resonate with the multi-layered, socially-poignant themes of  the work, while addressing the 
needs of local communities. Rousseve has been working with presenters to use Stardust to create 
public dialogues around teen bullying, gay marriage in the African American community, and the 
relationship between spirituality and queerness. 

 
Among the possibi I ities for engagement: 

 
• Pre- and post-performance talks about the content and interdisciplinary composition of the 

work. 
• Master classes in modern and postmodern dance. 
• Discussions around gay marriage using the “Stardust” protagonist as a jumping off point.  
• Lectures or workshops on "Dance For Camera" that include screenings of Rousseve's dance    

films Two Seconds After  Laughter and Bittersweet. 
• Composition workshops led by Rousseve and designed for the experience-level of the partici- 

pating choreographers. 
• Feedback sessions with Rousseve on the work of experienced  local choreographers. 
• Lectures or workshops by Rousseve on "Creating Socially Engaged Art:  Can Dance Change 

the World?" 
• Movement workshops designed for the needs of particular communities (e.g., women, at-risk 

youth, people with HIV disease, etc). 



David Roussève/REALITY
Touring Engagements 1996-2012
(partial list)

American Center Paris, France
Contact Theater Manchester, England
Birmingham Repertory Theater Birmingham, England
Brooklyn Academy of Music Next Wave Festival Brooklyn, NY
Carlton Festival Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
Cal Performances, Zellerbach Hall Berkeley, CA
Center Stage, North Carolina State Raleigh, CA
Clarice Smith Center, Univ. of Maryland College Park, MD
Dance Kaleidoscope Los Angeles, CA
Dance Umbrella London, England
Columbia College Dance Center Chicago, IL
Contemporary Dance Theater Cincinnati, OH
Danspace Projects, St. Mark’s Church New York, NY
Festival Biennale de la Danse Lyon, France
Getty Center Los Angeles, CA
Gammage Hall, Arizona State Tempe, AZ
Green Room Manchester, England
Highways Performance Space Los Angeles, CA
Internationales Sommer Theater Festival Hamburg, Germany
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival Becket, MA
LaMama ETC New York, NY
Wortham Center, Performing Arts Society Houston, TX
McCarter Theater Princeton, NJ
Meaney Hall, Performing Arts Society Washington, D.C.
Mercado Cultural Festival Bahia, Brazil
Miami Dade Community College Miami, Florida
Newcastle Playhouse Newcastle, England
Nia African/Caribbean Center Manchester, England
On the Boards Seattle Washington
Peak Performances, Montclair State Univ. Montclair, NJ
The Kitchen New York, NY
UT Austin, Performing Arts Center Austin, TX
Performing Arts Chicago Chicago, IL
Performing Arts Society, San Francisco San Francisco, CA
P.S. 122 New York, NY
Serious Fun Festival, Lincoln Center New York, NY
Scottsdale Center for the Arts Scottsdale, AZ
South Bank Center, Queen Elizabeth Hall London, England
UC Riverside Presents Riverside, CA
University of Pennsylvania State College, PA
UCLA Live, Royce Hall Los Angeles, CA
UA Presents, University of Arizona Tucson, AZ
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts San Francisco, CA
Yorkshire Playhouse Leeds, England
Walker Art Center Minneapolis, MN



 
 

Dance review: David Rousseve's 'Stardust' a revelation at 
REDCAT  
By Victoria Looseleaf  
September 25, 2013, 12:57 p.m. 

 The most startling – and stunning – 
moment in David Roussève's latest dance-
theater hybrid, "Stardust," came an hour 
into the 80-minute intermissionless piece, 
which premiered Tuesday at REDCAT. 

The 53-year-old choreographer appeared, 
seemingly out of nowhere, to perform a 
heartwrenching solo set to Johnny Mathis 
crooning the Bach/Gounod “Ave Maria.” 

With his jerking, swooping arms and 
quasi-angelic face, Roussève, bathed in 
Christopher Kuhl’s amber light, and 
bending and dipping as if the world’s 
weight were on his shoulders, was 
spellbinding. 

Rooted to the floor, he made every gesture 
a plea, a struggle and a fervent quest for love and acceptance, as video projections – a series of unanswered text messages 
written by an unseen African American gay teen (“I try b gangsta,” “Plz help me”) – described a terrifying molestation. 

Crouching, then crumpling to the floor, Roussève slid off the stage, painstakingly pushing himself backwards, not to be seen 
again – in the flesh, that is. His Skype video appearances as “Granpa,” appearing throughout the work, also proved him a 
skilled thespian.  

A storyteller for the 21st century, Roussève gave his 10-member company, Reality, much to say through his distinct 
movement vocabulary, a jazz/hip-hop/neo-pedestrian fusion and the stream of tweets - poignant, witty, earnest – a revelation 
of the soul.  The performance was part of Radar L.A., the citywide theater festival featuring 18 productions. 

Fierce performers all, this troupe of self-described "ghetto angels" often navigated the stage in unison, their defiant 
marching/stomping a recurring motif.  Roussève’s canny use of music – from an array of Nat King Cole numbers, including 
“Mona Lisa” and Hoagy Carmichael’s iconic, “Stardust,” to d. Sabela grimes’ original electronic score and sound design – 
enhanced each dancer’s moves. 

Kevin Williamson, a study in fluid lyricism, was also commanding, with crisp turns and effortless jumps, his partnering 
infused with a melting longing. Taisha Paggett, when not giving attitude, was a master of expansive emotions, her 
outstretched arms and one-legged balancing the embodiment of grace. Nehara Kalev and Nguyen Nguyên, also vessels of 
authenticity, found depth in a cocked head, breezy smile or high kick. Kevin Le’s hip-hop solo, both smooth and jagged, 
featured a kind of faux locking that added punch to Roussève’s singular vision. 

Giving hope to the invisible teen was his grandfather’s video-dispensed wisdom, his love of “Vincen van gos,” and being a 
“romantix,” as filtered through those '50s and '60s ballads. Cari Ann Shim Sham’s video art, including lush imagery of a 
night sky, a bird taking flight and a disco ball’s starburst patterns, never overpowered, but added dreaminess to the dancers’ 
full-throttle engagement.  

From the work’s opening text messages – “Sup,” “I want a BFF” – to the final verb/noun, “Cry” (dramaturgy by Lucy 
Burns), “Stardust” delivers a transcendent coming-of-age tale of universality, aspiration and identity. #Plz go. 

 



 

 
Adversity, Relayed in Emoticons by a Troubled Gay Teenager 
In ‘Stardust,’ a Vortex Depicted via Text and Skype 
By SIOBHAN BURKEFEB. 7, 2014  

 
MONTCLAIR, N.J. — The first 
thing to know about David 
Roussève’s “Stardust” is that you 
never actually see its protagonist, a 
black gay urban teenager named 
Junior. The voice at the heart of this 
80-minute dance-theater piece, 
which had its regional premiere on 
Thursday in Montclair State 
University’s Peak Performances 
series, speaks to us via text 
messages, projected on the back 
wall of the theater. 
 
“Dear person who b at this #: Sup?” 
Junior writes by way of 
introduction, as the 10 distinctive 
dancers of Mr. Roussève’s  

Stardust with, from left, Charisse Skye Aguirre, Kevin Williamson and Michel Kouakou at  
Montclair State. Andrea Mohin/The New York Times  
 
company, from Los Angeles, Reality, sway through a gentle opening phrase. “I don’t know u. But I text u my biggest 
secrets. Plz read, k?”  

Junior faces a lot of adversity, its severity only intensified by the tossed-off medium of vowel-less words and emoticons: 
the death of his grandfather, who is his closest and perhaps only friend; rape by his foster dad; getting beat up by the 
boy he likes; and most pervasively, wondering if he is worthy of being loved, by others and by God. (“Stardust” has a 
strong biblical undercurrent.)  

His life is not devoid of joy, which he finds in the music of Nat King Cole, in van Gogh’s “Starry Night,” in a digital 
hamster he acquires when his school therapist, Miss Thelma, prescribes a pet for his emotional well-being. He wants to 
be able to fly — like the pigeons, or “ghetto angels,” in his neighborhood — and to cry. By the end, for better or worse, 
he has managed to do both. 

If it sounds unnuanced, bordering dangerously on a caricature of inner-city hardship, that’s because it is. Mr. Roussève 
wants so badly, it seems, for us to feel for this character — to really see this person, despite his absence — that he 
comes on far too strong, making it difficult to feel anything at all. 

Mr. Roussève’s lush, circular movement physicalizes the sparring dimensions of Junior’s psyche. At any point, any one 
of his appealing dancers could be our protagonist. (So could Mr. Roussève, who dances briefly, a master of his own 
voluminous choreography.) They course between extremes of acting tough (thrusting out their chests, grabbing their 
crotches) and softening; a hand fluttering over the heart appears repeatedly. Emily Beattie and Taisha Paggett (whose 
elegant solo, later, is a highlight) come face-to-face in a combination of screaming match and laughing fit. Love songs 
by Cole, Johnny Mathis and Ella Fitzgerald alternate with D. Sabela Grimes’s bass-heavy score. 

The program notes for “Stardust” describe it as “a coming-of-age story for the Twitter generation.” More often, it seems 
like a coming-of-age story for a generation trying to understand the Twitter generation. There is something decidedly 
retro, a little bit high-school-play, about a mock iPhone trundling onstage for a simulated Skype conversation. (Junior’s 
inspirational creaky-voiced grandpa, who urges, “You got to believe who you are inside, boy!,” is on the other end of 
the line.) 

But “Stardust,” evidently, is not incapable of casting a spell. Exiting the theater, I overheard two young men from the 
audience saying that they almost cried.  

“Stardust” runs through Sunday at the Alexander Kasser Theater at Montclair State University in New Jersey; 
peakperfs.org. 



 
 
 
 
 
DAVID ROUSSEVE/REALITY: A BITTERSWEET RETURN  
Charmaine Patricia Warren, 2/20/2014  

 
From the start, the 10-member cast in 
David Rousseve’s “Stardust” is 
breathtaking.  

Breathlessly still, they fill the stage, 
gazing at the audience until finally they 
move as one (a knee buckles, an elbow 
rights their bodies back to standing or 
soft double-breaths trigger more 
impulse movement) while the screen 
behind them delivers text-speak. One 
dancer, Taisha Paggett, facing the 
screen, makes markings in the air as if 
she is writing the text. One text reads: 
“Dear secretconfessions.com, I writes 
my biggest secret just for you. Please 
read, K?” 

Another follows: “I want a BFF sooooooo bad!!!!!!! Somebody who understand how I feels an give me love.” 

We soon learn that the words are from Junior, the invisible protagonist who is desperately trying to find someone to 
hold his hand and give him love. The dancer’s slow-moving, joint-driven meditation would return here and there, 
punctuating the work.  

“Stardust” is emotionally draining yet powerfully captivating, and as such, it takes the audience on a bumpy ride from 
acknowledgement, with Junior accepting that he is gay; to the humorous, with a fierce voguing duet that drew howls 
from the audience; to the sublime, as Kevin Williamson holds his arms in what seems like a never-ending embrace, as 
one-by-one the other nine dancers try to fit into his arms but inevitably slip onto the floor on their backs, crawling 
away on their elbows but returning to his embrace again and again.  

One hour into the story, Rousseve appears—sadly, for only two and a half minutes—with a gesture-driven solo, one 
hand to chest, the other reaching high, matched with pleading gasps and rippling joints, cementing the bittersweet 
story. The takeaway is rough. Junior pleads for help to find love because as a young, African-American gay boy, he is 
marginalized, and conversations through technology become his only respite.  

Rousseve admits that this was not an autobiography, nor is it meant to offer any political or religious position, but the 
work is peppered with the reality that surrounds these thoughts. The young Junior, for example, ends up in foster care 
because he has no family and is molested. He speaks using only Ebonics because that is what he knows, and one of 
his sole confidantes is his dead grandfather, who communicates with him through Skype. This, Rousseve wanted us 
to know, is the real deal.  

Toward the end, Junior writes, “Dear God: I like 2 ask you questions even if you no answers. 

“You dope ;-)” 

Kudos to video artist Cari Ann Shim Sham for her perfectly timed images and to D. Sabela Grimes for his original 
hip-hop-based music. The cast of REALITY must also be mentioned: Charisse Skye Aguirre, Emily Beattie, Leanne 
Lacovetta, Jasmine Jawato, Nehara Kalev, Michael Kouakou, Kevin Le and Nguyen Nguyen. 

 



 

Los Angeles Dance Review: STARDUST  
(David Rousséve / REALITY at REDCAT) 
by Tony Frankel on September 25, 2013 in Theater-Los Angeles 

STARRY STARRY NIGHT 
David Roussève’s full-length dance piece that opened at REDCAT last night is something of a miracle. Choreographed, 
written, and directed by Roussève, Stardust effectively amalgamates so many elements of multi-disciplinary performing 
arts—theater, story, dance, multi-media—that it should be a template for any dance company that desires to move, touch 
and inspire their audience. 
 
It begins with a narrative. An African American gay urban teenager struggles to find a way to express himself amongst the 
turmoil of inner-city life. He is clearly a sensitive soul trapped in the body of a societal misfit. As much as he wants to love 
and embrace his fellow man, he finds himself becoming as much of a bully as those who beat him up in the school hallways. 
He asks God why He made him a faggot, black and a “dumb-ass.” Even with two loving supporters—his grandfather and a 
school therapist—the unnamed protagonist consistently finds himself at odds with his brutal reality. 
 
Yet for all of the empathy we have for this troubled adolescent, we never see him on stage. This coming of age tale is told 
via his unanswered emotional tweets and text messages sent to a receiver he doesn’t know. In his search for God, the 
“innernet” is his connection to the universe. Rarely has any dance piece—or play for that matter—so efficiently commented 
on the paradox of communication in the electronic age: For all of the tools we have to connect, we are more disconnected 
than ever. 

The texted dialogue projected on the back wall is insightful, authentic, poignant and surprisingly humorous (terrific 
dramaturgical work by Lucy Burns). When the therapist recommends that the teen get a pet, he downloads an app of a 
hamster, texting that he must be careful when snuggling his new pet as there is a crack in the glass of his old iPhone. The 
Alice Walker-like texts (“feel good her call me child”) are infectious. I simply cannot remember a time when I felt so 
connected to a character that I never see. Plus, by chronicling the journey of this despairing but eternally hopeful student, 
Stardust will no doubt foster a much-needed public conversation on teen-bullying, at-risk youth, promiscuity versus the 
need to love and be loved, and the correlation between gayness, spirituality and religion. 

The boy also uses art as a portal for discovering God. On a museum trip, he abhors the naturalism of Rembrandt but 
comprehends the impressionism of Van Gogh. His grandfather’s recordings of Nat King Cole feed his imagination, and 
while songs such as “Nature Boy” perfectly elucidate the boy’s state of mind, sound designer d. Sabela grimes’ hip-hop-
infused original compositions add a layer of danger and anger so prevalent in inner-city life. 

Movement is as crucial to this work as the monologue. Working with REALITY, his 10-member, multiethnic, transnational 
L.A.-based company, Roussève incorporates a series of fervid and emotional jazz-infused dance pieces that highlight the 
boy’s sporadic experiences. As modern dance goes, his movement vocabulary is truly accessible because it is used to tell a 
story. Whether as solos, duets or a unified ensemble, this isn’t just dance for the sake of dance, it intensifies the narrative. 
The artists, all of whom master ballet, jazz and modern dance, are Charisse Skye Aguirre, Emily Beattie, Leanne Iacovetta, 
Jasmine Jawato, Nehara Kalev, Michel Kouakou, Kevin Le, Nguyen Nguyén, Taisha Paggett and Kevin Williamson. 
Roussève, who normally makes a bigger appearance in his works, appears for a brief period, but it is an impressive cameo. 

The only misstep occurs when a video monitor displays the boy’s grandfather as he communicates via Skype in the boy’s 
dreams. Roussève plays the grandfather and, clearly made-up to be older, his folksy interpretation of the character rings 
false. This may have been intentional as a way of exhibiting the old man through a dream, but within such a flawless show, 
the result is jarring. 

This illuminative, captivating and surreal work may be rife with modern references—the older generation may be stymied 
by symbols such as <3 and :’-( in the texts—but the themes are timeless. After a gorgeous pas de trois is executed in front of 
Cari Ann Shim Sham’s video of a shimmering star-pocked sky while Cole croons “When I Fall in Love,” you may be 
inspired to shut off your mobile devices in the future and hug someone instead. 

See more at: http://www.stageandcinema.com/2013/09/25/stardust-rousseve-reality-redcat/#sthash.5i3aPITd.dpuf 



 
David Roussève-REALITY 

 
Stardust 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 
Williams Center for the Arts 

By Sarah Carlson 
 

Every once and a while a show comes along that is so well timed, so exquisitely 
crafted, and so masterfully delivered that there is only awe in its wake. David 
Roussève has been telling stories with his multi-media production company 
REALITY for over 20 years and his persistence has paid off. His searingly 
poignant “Stardust” performed at The Williams Center this past Tuesday night 
provided salient commentary on the progress and pitfalls of life in the 21st 
century. 

Roussève’s productions are multi-layered and often blend linear narrative with 
dance, video and music. Here, the story arc is driven by a series of tweets by a 
black teenage homosexual struggling to find love. The tweets are projected on a 
screen above and behind the dancing. Abbreviations and gangsta street lingo 
make for comical moments 
but also serve to situate the 

character. Although we never learn his name, his tweets are clearly directed towards 
“us”– whom he’s found by simply sending his tweets to a random, unknown # - or 
as he quips, “off into internet land”. Meanwhile, a chorus of dancers faces the 
audience engaging in gestures and body language that illustrate the emotion behind 
the tweets.   

The direct nature of this structure creates an immediate bond between the main 
character & the audience. The tweets reveal a boy struggling with identity and 
yearning for love and acceptance in a harsh, violent world. Very quickly, Roussève 
transforms the tweet from a superficial forum for quick chatter to a medium for 
profound self-revelation. Initially, the movement is minimal and the marriage between projected text & live dance is the best I’ve seen. 

Once the dancing becomes more intricate, it becomes somewhat harder to 
absorb the drama of both the tweets and the onstage movement. 

Meanwhile, Roussève’s multi-racial cast can be seen moving with a grounded 
yet romantic flow. Hands pound on hearts and heads arch backward as if 
beseeching the heavens. The chorus appears alternately as a collective of 
individuals and the collective unconscious. At one point, one woman 
approaches another as if to share a secret, then (unexpectedly) utters an ear-
piercing scream. The other woman shares the audience’s shock initially, only to 
be drawn into an exchange of screams that are blood curdling. They appear to 
scream into one another’s mouths, as if passing on or drawing out the very 
essence of desperation. The moment is thoroughly chilling. 

Just when reading the tweets becomes a bit tiresome, the voice of Nat King Cole sweeps in with his classic recording of “When I Fall in 
Love”. The dreamy instrumentation and rich tenor of King Cole’s voice are a stark contrast to the harsh world of the tweeter. Several of 
Cole’s recordings pepper the action, each song meticulously woven into the fabric of the storyline. The lyrics of his songs have never 
been so refreshing and yet so rife with irony. 

Unloved and marginalized, the main character’s suffering gets under our skin and moves us. We can’t help but share in his joys and 
sorrows and in the process reflect on the limits of tolerance around us. Roussève’s use of social media as the medium for his story telling 
is brilliant and captures the malaise of many 21st century youth. While technology has provided instantaneous connection, in some ways 
we are more alone than ever. Despite its heart-wrenching tone, “Stardust” manages to end with a ray of hope for a future where dreams 
can still come true. 



DanceBeat 
 
Flying with Broken Wings 
February 13, 2014 by Deborah Jowitt, Photos by: Yi-Chun Wu 
David Roussève/REALITY appears at Peak Performances, February 6-9. 

 

 It’s a story you might read in the 
newspaper almost any day. An 
orphaned boy in an inner-city ghetto 
is sodomized by a foster father and 
bullied by the classmates he tries to 
emulate. The kid—fragile, good at 
heart, not too savvy, and gay—gets 
understanding from the school 
therapist, Miss Thelma, to whom he’s 
sent to for acting up, and he receives 
stern, but loving and encouraging 
messages from his grandfather via 
Skype. An older boy he admires texts 
him an invitation to dinner in a 
restaurant. He’s ecstatic. Afterward, 

his idol rapes him in a dark alley. For once, he stands up to his attacker. A brick is thrown. He dies. 

But this is not a news item that it hurts you to read. It’s a dance drama called Stardust that David Roussève 
made for his Los Angeles-based company, David Roussève/REALITY. As in his Saudade, seen here in 
2009 (also presented by Montclair State University’s Peak Performances), the specific actions in Stardust’s 
plot are dislocated and transformed. 

This time, the choreographer has used two very up-to-
date devices both to distance and intensify the 
tragedy.  His teen-aged protagonist never appears on the 
stage of the Alexander Kasser Theater; his thoughts form 
on the cyclorama in big white letters. His longing for 
friends, his love of velvety old Nat King Cole songs, his 
tender feelings toward his digital wind-up hamster, his 
excitement over Van Gogh’s “The Starry Night” (seen on 
a class museum trip), his hope that a benign God is 
looking after him, his pain, and his loneliness—all these 
are relayed by text messages he hopes someone will 
read.  Is God checking his e-mail? 

The projected words are interspersed with Cari Ann Shim 
Sham’s Disney-sweet projections of huge butterflies, clouds, mountains, and the starry skies that Junior 
would like to fly into. “Nobody my facebook friend,” he writes, but “I no can never cry.”  His lonely 
misspellings and brave twitterspeak are both comical and heartbreaking. But he does, a couple of times, 

receive messages from his grandfather via Skype (or 
“Skite,” as the old man calls it). Each time, a giant, 
homemade-looking mock-up of an iPhone is wheeled 
onstage in a momentary dimming of Christopher Kuhl’s 
lighting; on it appears Roussève’s face. Wherever he 
is, the reception is poor. Looking weather-beaten and 
speaking in a crackly voice, he lectures Junior lovingly 
about being strong and good and trustful of God. 

You know from the outset where this will get the boy, 
just as you know what is going to happen when he 
walks happily out of the restaurant with the big fellow 
he’s so honored to be with. No surprises in this story. 



The people we do see onstage dance. And their dancing reflects various changes in Junior’s moods and 
desires. As does the music. King Cole singing “Nature Boy” and other songs bespeak the boy’s essential 
sweetness, while d. Sabela grimes’s music and sound design conjure up the urban neighborhood’s violence 
and raucous games.  In the beginning, the ten dancers (seven of them past or present students in UCLA’s 
World Arts and Cultures department, where Roussève is a professor) are spread out across the stage, 
making quiet, unison gestures that expand gradually in scale and travel out into space. 

Some of the dancing that happens as the story begins to 
unroll puzzles me. Roussève means it, I assume, to 
reflect the buoyant, optimistic aspect of Junior’s thinking, 
but it looks generic—big swirling turns and springs into 
the air and drops to the floor create a homogenous 
texture; nothing looks as gently quirky and jolting as 
Junior’s mind. However, as Stardust goes on, the 
movement becomes tougher or more playful or more 
affectionate, as well as rhythmically interesting—relevant 
to the neighborhood as well as to the protagonist’s state 
of mind. Familiar gestures are worked up into motifs: 
performers grab their crotches, inflate their chests, and 
spread their arms (“you talkin’ to me?” or “don’t look at me!”). 

Emily Beattie whispers something to Taisha Paggett, and it starts 
them giggling and shrieking with laughter out of all proportion to what 
may have been said. Paggett and Beattie, plus Nguyên Nguyên and 
Nehara Kalev dance, while others watch. Clarisse Skye Aguirre, 
Leanne Iacovetta, and Kevin Le imitate one another’s steps. Aguirre, 
Kevin Williamson, and Michel Kouakou bolt into the foreground, while 
seven others form a chain behind them, making slow, mournful 
gestures. Jasmine Jawato takes on Kouakou. At times, they are the 
friends Junior would like them to be. A rainbow assemblage. Ghetto 
angels. 

Roussève himself appears onstage unexpectedly, standing in one 
spot to perform a meditation tinged with anguish—his arms fondling 
and pushing away air, his torso sinuous. Some time after that, Junior 
writes, “My grandpa dies.” Johnny Mathis sings “Ave Maria.” 

All of the performers 
are vivid, and some 
are remarkable— 

Beattie and Aguirre, for instance, in tumultuous solitary 
outbursts. Near the end Paggett dances through a cluster of 
data: projected text recounting the rape; Grandpa’s voice 
exorting, “Junior, hear me in your dreams!”  Ella Fitzgerald 
singing, “Reach for tomorrow; today belongs to the past;” and 
the Beatitudes from the Bible’s Book of Matthew (“Blessed 
are the peacemakers, for they shall see God. . . .”)  Her 
beautifully nuanced performance anchors them all. 

Roussève treads a very fine line in Stardust between gritty 
tragedy and fairytale pathos—never quite falling one way or soaring another. Like the fictional life it honors. 
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David Roussève doesn’t mind
admitting it. He’s 54, old
enough to remember a time

when communicating meant talking
to someone face-to-face. Or writing a
letter. Or possibly even making a
phone call. Not on a mobile phone.
We’re talking rotary dials here.

The disconnect between that era –
“slow communication,” let’s call it –
and the lickety-split communication-
lite era we live in today is what pro-
vided the initial nudge for him to
create “Stardust,” the 85-minute work
his Los Angeles-based dance/theater
company will perform at the Aronoff
Center on Friday and Saturday.

“We took three years to develop
it,” Roussève said, speaking by phone
from his office at UCLA, where he is
a professor of choreography in the
Department of World Arts and Cul-
tures/Dance. Now that the piece is
fully formed, his company will tour it
much of this year and next.

Roussève’s website says the piece
“explores the evolving nature of in-
timacy in our technology-driven,
furiously-paced world.”

But what really makes “Stardust”
such an intriguing and visually sump-
tuous work is its multidisciplinary
nature. For one thing, the music
roams all over the spectrum, from
hip-hop to Nat King Cole standards.
The stage is dominated by massive
projected images. 

And then there is Roussève’s chor-
eography itself. It’s jazzy. But it’s
informed by a career inspired by the
likes of modern dance masters like
Twyla Tharp and Martha Graham and
Pina Bausch.

“And there was ballet,” says Rous-
sève. “When I was starting out, so
many modern dancers studied ballet
with Alfredo Corvino, I decided that I
needed to do that, too.”

Corvino was renowned for his
attentive and meticulous teaching.
But for Roussève, Corvino also pro-
vided a link to the world of German
Expressionism, where dance, theater,
music and the visual arts blended in a

way that delivered works with pro-
found dramatic impact.

It proved to be something that
Roussève had been searching for,
even though he probably couldn’t
articulate it at the time.

Raised in Houston, he went to
Princeton University to study pre-
law.

“I had always loved theater and
dance, but I wasn’t convinced that I
could find the intellectual satisfaction
with them that I knew I needed,” he
says. “I was committed to doing
something positive for the world, but
I didn’t know how I could do that with
dance.”

At Princeton, he discovered mod-
ern dance.

“It completely changed my un-
derstanding of dance,” says Rous-
sève. “I discovered it was possible to
make work that was socially driven or
humanistic, dance that had commen-
tary.”

Even more important, he discov-
ered how to make dance that was both
entertaining and had something im-
portant to say.

“That was it,” says Roussève.
“That was when the world exploded
for me.”

Nearby New York City was in the
midst of a huge dance boom, much of
it from independent-minded modern
dance choreographers. 

“The very next year, I saw Pina
Bausch’s ‘Bluebeard’ at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. That was the cat’s
pajamas. Theater and dance and op-
era and wit and charm. And cutting-
edge experimentalism. It had every-
thing I wanted to do. I’ve never
looked back.” ■

ENTER ROUSSÈVE’S WORLD
By David Lyman
Enquirer contributor

IF YOU GO
What: “Stardust,” by David Roussève
When: 8:30 p.m. Friday-Saturday
Where: Jarson-Kaplan Theatre, Aro-
noff Center, 650 Walnut St., Down-
town
Tickets: $22-$32
Information: 513-621-2787,
www.cincinnatiarts.org

Contemporary
Dance Theater’s
Guest Artist Series
brings in
“Stardust” by
David Roussève
this weekend.
PROVIDED/

VALERIE OLIVEIRO

 

Women of the Year Luncheon
Wednesday, April 23, 2014  Noon - 1:30 p.m.

Hyatt Regency, Downtown, Cincinnati
151 West Fifth Street (Between Elm & Race Streets)

Table of 10 - $400 / Single tickets - $40
Advance Reservations Required. Deadline to reserve April 16.

For information or to reserve,please 
contact Mary Donaldson, 513.768.8112 
or mdonaldson@enquirer.com

Look for the Women of the Year Special Section in the 
Sunday, April 13, 2014 edition of The Enquirer.

We Congratulate

Pauline Banks Baumann
Barbara Bushman
Karen K. Cassidy

Jan Armstrong Cobb
April D. Davidow

Mary M. Gimpel
Joellen W. Grady

Marlene R. Johnson
Jane Portman

Sister Bonnie Steinlage, SFP

Cincinnati.com/woy



 

 

 

Rousseve's Reality:  
UCLA's dance diva brings his own brand of Stardust to College Park 
By Doug Rule, Published on January 23, 2014  

As a child growing up in Houston, David Rousseve had dreams of being a Broadway triple-threat 
performer -- singer, dancer and actor. Surprisingly, that was his principal motivation when choosing college 
too. 

"Honestly, I'd never heard of Princeton when I got in," Rousseve says, laughing at the memory. "But I 
looked at a map and saw, well, New Jersey is next to New York. I can commute to New York and become 
a Broadway diva. That was my goal in life." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
(Photo by Valerie Oliveiro) 

Broadway quickly lost its luster for Rousseve, who gravitated to studying modern dance at Princeton -- 
along with political science and African studies -- all while further engaging in the experimental theater and 
dance communities in New York. 

These days Rousseve lives in Los Angeles and teaches at the University of California, Los Angeles, when 
not creating dance theater pieces with his 10-member company Reality. Next weekend the Clarice Smith 
Center at the University of Maryland presents the world premiere of Stardust. He choreographed, wrote and 
directed this piece exploring the broad concept of "the evolving nature of intimacy and technology. ... What 
it means to have relationships without a whole lot of human contact." 

Rousseve's multimedia piece incorporates dance, screen designs, music from classic jazz to original 
contemporary hip-hop, and projected video and images -- specifically, tweets and texts that come from a 
poor, African-American gay adolescent, partly modeled on himself. "It's a projection to my own 
adolescence." 

David Rousseve/Reality perform Stardust Friday, Jan. 31, and Saturday, Feb. 1, at 8 p.m. 'Clarice Smith 
Performing Arts Center's Ina and Jack Kay Theatre, University of Maryland, University Boulevard and 
Stadium Drive, College Park. Tickets are $35. Call 301-405-ARTS or visit claricesmithcenter.umd.edu. 





  

Roussève and grimes Reach for the Stardust at REDCAT  
by Jessica Koslow | September 23, 2013  
David Roussève is in a particularly good mood, sitting in his office in UCLA’s Glorya Kaufman Hall about 10 days before 
his latest work, Stardust, has its very first viewing at REDCAT as part of the Radar L.A. festival. Or maybe he always begins 
his sentences with a joyful burst of laughter. 

The 53-year-old, Alpert Award-winning director-choreographer is speaking about d. Sabela grimes, who not only composed 
original music but also crafted an ongoing layer of sound design for the entire work. “He’s one of my favorite people on the 
planet,” Roussève says. “He’s so talented, and what a nice and incredibly evolved guy.” 

“This is a really heady piece in its own way,” says Roussève. “I’m trying to conduct a social and intellectual conversation, 
but also it’s meant to communicate with you on the level of the heart. Sabela takes in both of those dialogues…It’s very hard 
to describe what he does. It’s so idiosyncratic and unique to him.” 

Stardust is a coming-of-age story for the electronic age about a 16-year-old gay, African-American boy who, according to 
Roussève, “is trying to find something more than the violence and chaos he’s facing.” The main character never appears 
onstage. Instead, his voice is projected via videos of tweets and text messages. It’s Roussève’s most interdisciplinary piece 
ever — not in the number of elements he uses, but in how intimately and deeply woven together they are. Cari Ann Shim 
Sham designed the video imagery, grimes the sound and Roussève the movement. 

Roussève and grimes met in the UCLA department of world arts and cultures/dance, where Roussève is still a professor of 
choreography and grimes was, at the time, a returning professional graduate student. Roussève became one of grimes’ 
advisors on Bulletproof Deli, a solo piece grimes premiered in 2008 at Highways Performance Space. 

“Sabela is one of the few people who share…,” Roussève begins, before switching his train of thought. “I love using really 
accessible African-American pop culture. But the work is out there, experimental, challenging in its shape. Bulletproof Deli 
is a perfect example. Really accessible. I love that sense of people grounded in African-American pop culture who are also 
pushing boundaries and exploring new forms. In many ways, he’s just the perfect viewer for this piece. Because it’s trying to 
do that.” 

grimes is equally as effusive when asked about Roussève. He speaks of Roussève’s talent as both a writer/storyteller and 
choreographer, and his genius when it comes to “knowing how to make them work with each other and work with overall 
themes, concepts and narratives” in whatever piece he’s working on. grimes admires Roussève’s ability and vision to select 
the perfect ensembles for his works. 

Everyone involved in Stardust is UCLA-affiliated, from the 10 members in his dance company Reality to grimes and Shim 
Sham. Filling out the list are an undergraduate, a few BAs, one current and several former MFAs, and alumni, all ranging 
from age 19 to 53. Roussève joined UCLA’s department of world arts and cultures/dance in 1996, and is now one of the 
highest-ranking choreography professors. 

“Several of us are from the East Village, ’80s and ’90s New York, that community of alternative dance makers,” says 
Roussève. “UCLA has become a mini-East Village. Smart people making work who want to talk about it, driven but humble, 
hardworking. UCLA has been an indispensable part of being in LA for me.” 

Just as the creative community at UCLA has supported Roussève, the university has benefited from the progressive 
choreographer’s work and ideas. 

In the last four years, starting with Stardust, in every UCLA spring quarter four choreographers make new work in a course, 
and students can get credit. 

“We have a lot of working choreographers on faculty here,” Roussève says. “Academia and art-making can be a challenging 
blend. As a working artist, you can make it work, feed your process, work with younger artists and get health insurance. Art-
making is what we bring to the table. How can we make room within an academic curriculum for the actual process of art-



  

making? It feels like the first time we’ve been able to successfully do that. One of the best parts of Stardust has been 
redefining the role of art-making within the academic curriculum.” 

By the time the 85-minute piece has its official premiere in January 2014 at the Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center at the 
University of Maryland, it will have been a four-year project, which has changed every year — not surprisingly, as tweets 
and texts are the foundation of Stardust’s dialogue. For example, with the invention of iPhone’s Autocorrect, misspelled 
words are not as prevalent. Roussève also says that at the beginning of the process, the piece was totally in textspeak, but that 
is no longer true. 

 “People were like, huh?” says Roussève. “We have to communicate with the [age] 15s and 75s.” 

Roussève uses many adjectives to describe his work: schmaltzy, romantic, New Agey, postmodern spirituality. All of this 
finds a home in Stardust alongside grit, ghetto wit and violence as experienced in the Third Ward neighborhood in Houston, 
where Roussève was born and raised. It’s also the first piece in which he specifically references Christianity. And he’s afraid 
his message will be misunderstood. 

“I fear people will think it’s a retreat as opposed to an opening. They’ll think, ‘He’s turning into a Bible thumper.’ I’m not 
saying the return to religion is how we’ll save ourselves. But I am saying acts of kindness is how we’re going to save 
ourselves.” 

grimes also wants to clear up any misrepresentation of the music he contributes, which complements the Nat King Cole songs 
Roussève uses in Stardust. His is not hip-hop music. It’s “soul music that is digital funk with an analog heart,” says grimes 
via phone a couple of weeks before the LA unveiling. “Hip-hop is too narrow. It’s inspired by hip-hop, specifically the Bomb 
Squad, the producers for Public Enemy. People think electronic music has no soul, but the soul and heart come from 
supporting the narrative, wanting to be in conversation with the Nat King Cole music and that era of music.” 

Being in the business as long as he has, Roussève knows there’s only one way to address both artists’ concerns about being 
misinterpreted. “In the end, art-making is such an abstraction,” he says, “and the hardest thing is to let it go.” 

Regardless of how their work is digested, both artists are deeply moved by Stardust. 

“There hasn’t been a time throughout the development of Stardust that I have not laughed or cried,” says grimes. “Yesterday, 
I was trying to keep it together, but there’s this idea that we tell narratives through art to humanize people or groups of 
people. In David’s case, he’s not humanizing the main character. He reminds us in a very particular way that in general 
African Americans are people. That this young man is human. We’re reminded in a way because we connect. It’s such a 
human story.” 

David Roussève               D. Sabela Grimes 



 

Complicated Brew: 'Stardust' Explores Intimacy & Technology 
(RADAR L.A.)  
Posted: 10/01/2013 2:39 pm 
By Noah J. Nelson (@noahjnelson) 
 
Technology and performance make dangerous dance partners for theater.  

"Stardust", a new dance-theater piece from writer-director-choreographer David Roussève, took a preview bow in Los Angeles 
this past week as part of the Radar L.A. international contemporary theater festival based out of the REDCAT* space in 
Downtown L.A.. The performance took on the challenge of mixing dance, projected text, and spoken word not just for art's sake, 
but as a means of tackling the ways that technology allows us to express our inner lives.  

We spoke with Roussève about this ambitious project that will be touring the country early next year. 

Roussève said that "Stardust" is about "the tension between intimacy and technology and how complicated a brew that is." 

Roussève explores that tension through the story of J.R., a young gay African-American man struggling with his identity against 
the backdrop of a judgmental church culture and the pressure to conform. J.R. is torn between the impulse to fit in, which leads 
him to act the part of the thug, and a deeper desire to do the right thing. 

The catch is: we never see the lead character. J.R.'s presence is felt through the projection of text messages sent to strangers and 
illustrated by the choreography executed by Roussève's corps of athletic dancers. The clash of technology and human emotion in 

the narrative is embodied by the clash of 
technology and human motion on stage.  

"So there was a tension there that we were 
playing with," said Roussève, "between 
anonymity, invisibility, intimacy and presence. 
Ironically not being present gives him the most 
feeling of intimacy that he has in his life." 

Part of J.R.'s desire to find solace with strangers is 
borne out of the rejection he finds in the religious 
community he is a part of. His hidden identity as 
a homosexual comes under fire from his town's 
pastor. J.R. seeks to understand his place in the 
universe by turning to what he calls "the 
Innernet", which Roussève explains is how the 
character hears "Internet". 

"So he finds his God, someone who he can always turn to. Someone who is always there. Someone who has these mystical 
powers of being but not being. Someone who hears and reads our prayers. He finds his version of God through technology. 
Through the Internet and sending out these text messages that no one reads." 

Roussève remains fascinated by the tension within this idea. 

"There's actually something quite beautiful in that and actually something quite dangerous in it at the same moment. It starts to 
represent this solace to him while also being a dangerous place for a child to find God." 

Roussève teaches at UCLA, and compares his own religious upbringing as a "good little Catholic boy" comforted by the idea of 
an impersonal God who hears his secret confessions with that of his students. 



 
 

"Now everything has to be witnessed. In the era of reality TV, it's not enough to pray to God, I actually have to pray and have 
someone hear them. 

"I thought: 'Wow. It's almost like the feelings don't exist anymore unless they're witnessed.' There's something really beautiful 
about that thought: another human being has to experience my life for it to have validity." 

Again Roussève sees danger, and irony, in that concept. 

"Unless someone knows my secrets, they don't really exist as secrets. That's ironic because a secret is something no one knows." 

While the textual elements carry the narrative of J.R.'s life, Roussève sees the dance portion of the piece as driving the emotional 
core. As the tension between technology and intimacy is thematically explored in "Stardust", a tension between dance and 
narrative is used to uncover layers of meaning that would be harder to discover using one medium alone. 

Not that the use of disparate disciplines-- dance, video, projection--doesn't come with their own set of headaches. 

"I've never created a piece that's so steeped in technology. With three projectors going at the same time, and trying to time 
lighting, projector A, B and C and dancing. It was the biggest nightmare in all my years of creating work. Every minute I'm 
sitting in there going 'I will never work with technology again.' 

"Then you see the end result and say, 'How could I not work with technology again?'" 

"Stardust" will have its official World Première January 31st, 2014 in the Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center at the University 
of Maryland.  

*Roy and Edna Disney/Cal Arts Theater 

Image: Video Art by Cari Ann Shim Sham and dancers in David Roussève's Stardust at Radar L.A.  
Photo Credit: Steven Gunther. 

Originally published on Turnstylenews.com, a digital information service surfacing emerging stories in news, entertainment, art 
and culture; powered by award-winning journalists. 
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